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This book is my true life story about spiritual transformation and awakening to the things we
cannot see...but through faith and an open mind, can experience. This book shares real life
experiences both from here and beyond. It contains true accounts of my Out of Body
Experience, what I was shown while on the other side, and the knowledge I gained from Source
Energy.



1

2This book is about true life growth and spiritual transformation through life lessons. It is
something that each of us has in common and lives through regardless of where we live, our
nationality, geography, monetary status, job, family unit, etc. I believe we can all agree we have
had struggles of some sort throughout our lives which taught us something about ourselves and
others. We all endure pain by life's catalysts of experience and free will choices we make to raise
our consciousness to see differently and grasp more of our Creator inside to help us evolve.
Learning that there is always more that we are not yet aware of cannot occur without an open
mind. Especially within the spirit realms which are ever so near we can almost touch them...but
still so far away for us here on Earth. We must be open to it to allow their touch into our lives in
ways that are actually tangible...meaning we can feel them, see them, touch them in that very
quiet place of stillness. My writings were created while in a state of quietness with no thoughts
while being guided from beyond. I never know what is being written until I read it for the first time
afterwards. All the art displayed in this book are my own creations. I find creative expression to
be one of the greatest soul gifts we each have. It brings us into a state of peaceful oneness with
all things. All photos (except the ones in Mt. Shasta) are also my own taken from my I Phone. 
The Beginning It is hard to know where to start, so I will just give you a short pre insight growing
up and continue on with the transformation that has led me to where I am today. Growing up, I
saw differently than most others. I would call it a more expansive view of life. I believed in loving
all no matter who they were, what they had, their gender, race, status, etc. I saw injustices in the
boxes I was taught and could not conform to them…I was always a person people wanted to be
around and talk through their problems with because I never judged another’s life and would
listen and let them talk through what they needed to figure out.

3Life lessons My relationships with 2 marriages taught me much about hardships and
emotional abuse. This is when I started to write....between 1990-2001. (The poems I wrote
during these times are included towards the end of the book) The details of these relationships
are not as important as my transformation through them. Everyone has different hardships and
that is how we learn and choose to grow. I remember after my 2nd failed marriage (in 2001)
lying on the floor wailing like a baby because I could not understand the why of it. I cried out to
anyone that was listening and did not know at the time this opened my window to my spirit
guides as they were definitely there for me saying YEAH! LOOK! She is asking for our help!
With that, I decided I had to go on…get up…keep living. I was told by my friend's Mom to write
down everything I wanted in a partner which I wasn’t sure would work, but said okay why not try
this. Within 3 months came my 3rd husband who was everything I had written on my list. (We are
still married today and very happy)  The Transformation In 2016 I remember saying to myself…



I have everything I could possibly want in this life now…I could die tomorrow and be completely
fulfilled and at peace. I want for nothing more in my life. I am so happy! I started watching
heartfelt shows that made my heart feel such as Dr. Phil, Long Island Medium, The
Voice….anything that made me FEEL. When I would see a beautiful singer on The Voice I would
project my feelings out and lights would flicker and turn on and off, the garbage disposal in the
direction of the TV would go on by itself from my energies I was putting out there from my heart. I
was praying for others and the lights would get so bright and flicker and these people’s lives
would change. I didn’t understand I was doing this at the time. I thought WHO is making this
happen and thought it was some spirits... not knowing it was ME. I felt so free and happy living
this way. I believe it was my heartfelt gratitude for my life that started this process of
transformation for me.

4I was drawn to this Medium thing but wasn’t sure if it was really real and true or not. One was
coming to our town and I decided to get some girlfriends to go with me and make it a fun girls
night out. We walked in late giggling with our wine in hand thinking this is going to be fun! The
room was totally quiet. We found our seats...the only 3 seats left open in the room. She went
around the room speaking messages from loved ones who had passed to each person that was
there that night. When this Medium came in my direction and looked at me, something in the air
completely changed and it was like I was in a magnetic tunnel with her. I guess I could explain it
like being mesmerized. All my focus was on this only. She brought through my Mother in Law
and it was clear to me our loved ones who are no longer here in the physical can talk through the
veil directly to us. I could not deny this truth as she knew things nobody would know. She saw my
life, what I was doing daily, how I felt, etc. I remember a few things that she said that stood out in
my mind as HOW could she possibly know this? 1. I make my own lotions in my basement for a
craft business I started in 2014. She said she likes what you are creating in the basement. She
says they smell great and to keep making these. I was like WHAT? She sees what I am doing in
my basement? 2. We have a lot of parties with many neighbors and friends over to our house.
She said I like you opening your home up to others and making them meals. Keep doing that.
But I see you standing there by your counter putting many dishes and silverware away. Please
know this is not what is important in life. I became a big believer after this….no longer was it fun
wine time night…this was serious business! I cried and walked out of there like OMG what just
happened? One year later in 2017, this same Medium came back to our town and I invited my
niece Haley, my sister Lynn, my friend Ellen, and other friends I thought they would be receptive
and could benefit from this. They also saw what I saw….this can and does happen and loved
ones that have crossed are right here with us and know what we are doing…..they only want to
show us love and guide us in our soul's true purpose and to assist us in completing our mission
in this life.

5This same Medium was hosting a workshop called Empowering You to be Your True Self. My



niece who lived in Michigan at the time said to me I am going to this! I will drive back here 3 ½
hours to attend this 1 day workshop. I had no idea what this workshop was about or what to
expect, but I felt very guilty if I didn’t go too since I live right here where she was holding this and
my niece was willing to drive all that way to attend this.      2017 Empowering You to be Your
True Self Workshop and my OBE (Out of Body Experience)   So my niece Haley and I went.
Most of the day was spent on digging into who are you? Who hurt you? Who do you need to
forgive? Heavy therapy stuff that was really good for the soul. Each of us was asked to write our
answers to these questions down on paper. None of our answers needed to be shared with the
group. It was for us to release whatever painful memories and feelings we were holding on to. At
the very end of the 6 hour day she guided us through a deep meditation. I had never ever
meditated before. My niece has. I didn’t know what to expect. Here’s what happened... First off
know that she acts as a beacon for us to be able to journey/ travel outside of our world here
because she was born with this gift to see beyond here. Also she played music at 432
megahertz vibration which matches the vibration of our Universe and opens all Chakras for
reaching the love and light from our Creator. We were to have 3 Tiers of Experience according
to what she told us before we started.

61st Tier...Finding Loved Ones At first I couldn't see anything and I talked to myself and said, "
Oh come on Lisa..there are 15 people in this room and they are all seeing something and your
aren't because you're not sure if this is true or what's going to happen! So keep looking...you
don't want to be the only one in this room that can't see right?" Then here it came - I saw a
beach and ocean and there was Pappa Harry dancing around and then Sparky - my dog who
had passed the year before - joined him and Sparky was young around 4 years old and he was
running circles and jumping up and down happy as could be. I saw them from above them
looking down at them – not with them.       2nd Tier…A Book in the Library 2nd tier was in
the library and finding a book. She told us to pick a book and open it up and see what is in there
for us. It was a professor who opened the book with me and I remember there was a symbol I’ve
never seen before. It looked like something Roman. I now know it was a Metratron Cube
because afterwards I googled this symbol and found it. On the next page that was turned was a
very old worn looking iron metal skeleton key. It was very ornate with many loops. I remember I
could see each detail in it's entirety meaning every wear and tear and groove in this key. On the
next page there was a beautiful blue and green fish with bright glowing radiant colors like I have
never seen before. Then she said for us to leave in the book something you don't want anymore.
I left in the book for me not to care what others think of me. To have confidence in myself.

7METRATRON CUBE The Metatron’s Cube acts as the channel via the Source of energy
creates the potential field of creation. This is a field of very high vibrational frequencies with a
capacity to ripple out all through Existence, leading to the creation of physical matter, sound,
and colour. The creation of physical matter occurs at the lower levels of vibration.It represents



the field of Source energy, and it permeates through all level and aspects of creation. It proves
that God is the entire field of LOVE. Love in this context is an acronym for Live One Vibrational
Energy. The Metatron’s Cube also shows that God is the physical matter, sound, color and wave
described by the cube.

8OLD IRON KEY  I could not find a picture that accurately depicts the key I saw in the book, but
you get the idea! Spiritual meaning of an old skeleton key: Key symbolism indicates opening or
discovering that which is hidden or secret. Because skeleton keys usually can open more than
one lock, they are often considered a powerful symbol.3rd Tier…The Elevator We were
supposed to go up in an elevator but I wanted to take the stairs on the left. I started walking up
these stairs and in front of me appeared a beautiful younger lady in a flowing white dress. She
was bounding up these stairs effortlessly faster and faster so I tried hard to keep up with her
saying wait for me!!! I'm coming too!!! And then…this is when everything I was seeing got VERY
PHYSICALLY REAL… 

9I did my best to draw the young lady I saw in front of me who effortlessly bounded up the stairs.
There were 3 rungs of stairs and they were separated so I had to run up and jump to catch the
next one and the next one. As I was running to keep up with her on the 3rd rung, I jumped and
was instantly in a place I had no idea existed. They say we all have a higher self and that part of
our soul is still on the other side. I believe this is who I was following.....my higher self who
resides beyond Earth.

10     My 3D Earth Body In a split second I went through the dark into infinite energy and
light. I was just there instantly. I looked around and it was endless and everywhere and I said to
myself WOW? Where am I? I looked left and right and there was no end to this. It was like what
you would see on a tv screen that had no picture. White static light everywhere. Then out from
the middle of this eternal energy light came a golden ray of being so bright and warm and loving
I knew instantly who it was...God... our Creator. I will call him he because the words that were
spoken to me telepathically sounded like a male voice. He was not a figure at all but a rectangle
of warm golden light. I remember being filled with joy like a little kid and saying there you are! I'm
home! I’ve been searching for you my whole life! I could actually feel him smiling at my
excitement of being there with him. Then he got very serious and magnetically pulled me toward
him and said 3 words to me....Look Lisa See... He turned me around so I was inside him as a
part of him looking out seeing all the planets around in our galaxy…wow they are so beautiful! I
could see all of them in one glance from afar. Then he angled me to the left and down and I saw
only one planet. It was like when you take a magnifying glass and move it back and forth closer
and farther away at first, I didn't know what planet it was until my vision became crystal clear. It
was our Earth. I felt a bit wobbly so I said with my thoughts omg I’m going to fall. I looked for my
legs but I didn’t have any. He said no you will not fall...I've got you. I saw the Earth as it was



rotating around and I saw tiny white light energy balls everywhere on the planet. These white
lights were people's souls. These light balls started flying into my core being through my soul
one at a time. I felt each tiny energy ball of light was a person as they passed through my soul I
felt the painful emotion of what that person was going through. These single balls of energy kept
flying through me and got faster and faster and faster… one at a time these painful emotions
kept pouring through me. At one point it felt like a rifle that kept speeding up and my soul was
hurting so badly. He showed me through my feelings all people’s pain, sufferings, and sorrow. I
remember feeling so sad for them all and an understanding that we are all the same meaning we
are all a part of him and all a part of each other. I felt such remorse and compassion and
sadness and I said I'm so sorry...I'm so sorry.. Look what they've done...they're ruining your
beautiful creation here on Earth. Then he took it all away and I was in nothingness and every-
thingness at the same time.

11He showed me pure bliss and happiness and no pain and that is when I didn’t want to leave. I
was inside him completely and there was NO sound at all - NO pain at all. Just unconditional
love and purity. The tears were pouring down my cheeks because I felt so sorry for mankind but
then so calm and peaceful for what lies ahead for us. Then her voice brought us back. While I
was going to him my arms were lifting off the table and I had a very strong white light coming out
of both palms reaching to him. It was so strong and pulling me to him. It was like on fire with no
pain. While this was happening my body became paper thin like it was gone and I was only light.
While this was happening I felt the weight of everything in the palms of my hands but I could hold
it all with no trouble. Also my eyes were flickering fast back and forth like when you go into REM
sleep, but I was not sleeping I came back super charged and with no negative emotions inside
me like he took away all anger, jealousy, fear, anxiety - it's all gone. I don't feel any of those
emotions anymore. I only have love and light inside. I was able to know people's thoughts before
they said them, open doors, turn on lights with my energy thoughts. I could think love and light
and positivity to others specifically for them and they would receive it even if they weren't in the
room. All this was overwhelming for me so I asked this Medium what do I do with this as it's a bit
scary for me to understand? She told me to tell my Spirit Guides to allow me to keep it inside
myself for now and it's there for me to use if I want to. It did shock me afterwards because I
thought we had to actually die to leave our bodies or meet our Creator but that is not true. Our
knowledge of real truth is limited here on Earth. Wow...every time I read this I still cry. It was so
beautiful. Today I do not have these gifts because I was afraid to use them then and now I don’t
know how to get them back. Not everyone in the room was able to journey to our Creator. Some
were among loved ones, some were with Angels. Everyone had an experience that day, but we
did not share with each other or talk about it afterwards. I thought we should have, but I was so
blown away that this is possible that I was still in shock like OMG what did I just go through?!
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Pure Soul Truths...The Messages Continue At Heaven's Door: What Shared Journeys to the
Afterlife Teach About Dying Well and Living Better Shine On: The Remarkable Story Of How I
Fell Under A Speeding Train, Journeyed To The Afterlife, And The Astonishing Proof I Brought
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Vanda S, “It’s a beautiful book about soul journey, love and compassion discovered through
channeled messages.. Pure Soul Truths Messages From Beyond is a channeled messages and
revelations about soul journey of the author. It’s about love for humanity and the nature, it’s about
awakening to the beauty, harmony, compassion, connection between soul and life beyond this
dimension. Each message has a topic to meditate on and to reveal deeper meaning of what it is
awakening inside of the reader. It Is helping a reader to go within and contemplate on your own
soul journey.”

Lisa Kobelinski, “There is no fear in death.. It is a beautiful book about our souls. Very eye
opening! It shows God’s love for all. Thank you for this experience!”

Lin M., “Take your time to read. WOW! This book is not only beautiful to the eyes, it is beautiful
to the soul. I wish everyone could read and embrace these pure soul truths...the world would be
a better place.”

The book by M. Sean Coleman has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 11 people have provided feedback.
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